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Gangsta Rap and a R&B/Rap Mix , A mixture of the mid-west  west coast sound 5 MP3 Songs HIP

HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Details: There's a dark place in the heart of the

city, where no one go. Uptown want admit it, they don't want to know. America really is the land of milk

and honey for some, but for the rest there's the dark side. And there is no escape from the reality of it's

grip, Drugs, Crack heads, Prostitutes, Robbers, Rapists, Poverty and Drive-by's, this is true life in the

ghetto for most blacks in America. Boss Dog have paid the dues of the dark side with a number on his

chest, because he had to do what he had to do to survive in the deadly streets of St Louis and California.

His brother was killed in his sleep in the Lou and his body put in the trunk of a car. It wasn't found for

three days as reflected in one of the trac's on this disc which is a re-mix from Boss Dog's first Cd "A G's

life ain't ez" , in which the mastering, sound and quality wasn't very good . But Boss Dog had to go on a

trip again, before he could straighten the mess out. Because he wanted to give his fan's a better quality of

product, so he went back in the studio when he got his feet back on solid ground after some fans asked

him too and did some re-mixing on three of the trac's from the first Cd, he re-mastered them and named

this Cd "Money Mac  Murder". And the sound and quality is excellent and now up to his fan's standard

and this is what Boss Dog wanted , Boss Dog also wanted to show that when it come to the ladies he can

be gentle and not Gangsta hard, as reflected in the two duo's on this Cd with Sunnie. This Cd will touch

your soul and move your feet, and is just a teaser because the"Boss" is back to raise some hell from the

Lou.
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